PcMars
PLUS
Enhancement Software For PcMars
PcMars PLUS for Windows is an enhancement to PcMars Windows cash full version. It adds
additional capabilities to PcMars: Complete Inventory Tracking, Livestock Production Data, Crop
Production Data, Enterprise Allocation, Combine Set Of Books Utility, Extra Report Capabilities.


Inventory

Tracking—PcMars

PLUS

allows you to automatically increase or
decrease inventory items (ie: corn, beans,
hogs, supplies) when entering cash
transactions. The inventory is adjusted
by the entry of inventory quantities entered
into your PcMars cash transactions for
purchases and/or sales.


Non-Cash Inventory— You can also enter inventory actions to track non-cash inventory
activities such as enterprise transfers, crops harvested, feed fed to livestock and livestock births and
deaths. End of month assets and liability numbers are automatically calculated and can be displayed
and reported at any time.


Fair Market Value—You are able to quickly and easily assign your inventory a FMV and
generate a net worth for any month.


See Crop Production Data Instantly—You can see an instant snapshot of crop numbers
displayed in a spreadsheet view “check” screen. This shows inventory numbers and changes for
both cash and non-cash activity on a monthly basis. You are able to add or edit any changes in
inventory right from this screen. You are also able to print reports reflecting any changes made.


Easily Enter Crop Production

Data

—You are provided an easy-to-fill

-out entry screen to enter crop
production data by field and/or farm.
Field acreage, planting, harvest and
production data can be entered for
owned, cash rented, or crop share
rented categories. A summary screen and
reporting options are also available.


Livestock Production Data—You
have the ability to view an instant snapshot
of monthly livestock numbers organized in
a spreadsheet view. This shows inventory
numbers and changes for both cash and
non-cash activity on a monthly basis. You
are able to make changes in inventory
easily by adding, editing or printing
reports.


Enterprise Allocation—You have the ability to allocate cash transaction activity that was
entered in the GEN (general) enterprise to other enterprises by percent or dollars. An Allocated
Enterprise Report has been created for you to visually show these allocations.


Combine Utility—You are provided with a special utility which combines cash transactions from
two sets of books all into one. This utility can be used to combine two fiscal years into one calendar
year set of books. Or, you could combine two accounting entities into one.


Additional Helpful Reports—PcMars PLUS contains many more possible reports to be ran to
help you track inventory, assets, liabilities, production, etc. better than you thought possible. The
following are the additional reports you will have access to:
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Allocated Enterprise Report



Enterprise Analysis Report



Inventory Tracking Report



Inventory Summary Report



Farm Asset Report



Farm Liability Report



Non-Farm Asset and
Liability Report



Financial Summary Report



Livestock Check Report



Crop and Feed Check
Report



Crop Production Report

PcMars PLUS is an enhancement to
PcMars for Windows Full version. You
must have the most current version of
PcMars for this enhancement to work.
PcMars PLUS is only for the cash
version and tracks inventory for the
net worth. Your tax reports are still
cash basis. Since PcMars PLUS is an
enhancement to PcMars Full, you will
still be able to access all your past
PcMars data. The additional features
in PcMars PLUS will simply be grayed
out in prior PcMars data. However,
you have the capability to convert all
PcMars data from Full to PLUS
format.
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